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Abstract

Adverse drug reactions commonly involve the skin and represent a significant proportion of all drug-induced illnesses. Most of the times, adverse cutaneous reactions are not severe and only a few are fatal. Real incidence of cutaneous adverse drug reaction is not known. Due to rampant and multiple drug use, there is difficulty finding the culprit drug, so diagnosis of adverse drug reaction and management becomes difficult.
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Adverse drug reactions commonly involve the skin and represent a significant proportion of all drug-induced illnesses. Most of the times, adverse cutaneous reactions are not severe and only a few are fatal. Death can result from exfoliative dermatitis, erythema multiforme or TEN. Commonly drug eruptions are reversible, abating spontaneously after the offending drug is withdrawn. Different morphological pattern of cutaneous adverse drug reaction has different pathophysiology and immune mediated hypersensitivity is involved in most of them.

Self-medication, polypharmacy and over the counter drug is known to contribute to Adverse Drug Reactions either by the drug itself or by causing an interaction with a prescription drug.

For estimating the probability that a specific drug is responsible for an Adverse Drug Reaction, several scales have been developed. The most widely used is the Naranjo algorithm. Checking the time lapse between reaction onset and drug use, compatibility between the nature of the event and drug pharmacology, medical or pharmacological plausibility (sign and symptoms, laboratory tests and mechanism of action) are key points for a casualty assessment.

The most important problem in evaluating Adverse Drug Reaction is to determine the causal relationship between the drug and undesirable clinical events. It is most challenging and practically difficult when patient is on multiple drugs because of myriad clinical symptoms, poorly understood multiple mechanisms of drug-host interaction, relative paucity of laboratory testing that is available for any definitive and confirmatory drug-specific testing. Therefore, in practice, the diagnosis is purely based on clinical judgment. Comprehensive information regarding their incidence, severity and ultimate health effects are often not available as many cases go unreported so real incidence of cutaneous adverse drug reaction is not known. Due to rampant and multiple drug use, there is difficulty finding the culprit drug, so diagnosis of adverse drug reaction and management becomes difficult. This also brings difficulties in managing comorbidities. Apart from this, uneven distribution of qualified medical professional in Nepal and uncontrolled selling of drugs directly to the patients and public by retail pharmacists are the challenging issue in reducing incidence of adverse drug reaction.
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